5th Grade Word List #4

Parent Copy

python  roofs  couch  cymbal
nurture  collect  vertices  lariat
embargoes  adopt  disobey  trying
insulators  civil  collapsible  adjust
statue  courage  aliens  there've
speeches  suburban  mischievous  traits
stranger  particular  resource  clothing
impair  bigger  senses  contagious
Detroit  justices  succeed  creature
hideout  convertible  agreeable  frozen
apartment  conservation  child's  cloth
Memphis  preparation  rise  towel
though  organize  decoration  longhorn
skillful  exclaimed  easier  examine
margarine  hydrogen  diaphragm  major
Iroquois  genus  Cherokee  discovered
slavery  Alaska  servant  skeleton
amount  sponges  matches  either
Christmas  authority  molecule  compete
aloud  crime  taught  bicyclist's
cousins'  opponent  millimeter  continuing
yards  past  absurd  I'm
commotion  unable  who'd  sisters'
conflict  boast  scholar  Mom's
prevent  mane  sacrifice  smear